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Foreword 
 

 

The idea of this experiment came up during a discussion with our supervisor Karl Kottenhoff who 

informed us about the capacity problems that SL is facing today in the operation of the Stockholm 

metro system. After some research on the method that could be used for the experiment, the project 

was suggested to SL that gave us their agreement quickly after the submission of a first draft of the 

experiment design.  

The chance given to us by SL of organising this innovative experiment made our work enthralling as 

much for its design as for the analyses of the results. Therefore, we would like to thank Laura Mayer, 

SL and Magnus Wikström, Tågia that supported our project and helped us in its organisation. We also 

would like to thank particularly our supervisor Karl Kottenhoff that has been very much present and 

gave us helpful advice as an experienced Public Transport researcher.  

The 200 participants, without who the experiment would not have been possible, are also to be 

thanked. More specially, we would like to thank the 11 helpers that have also been involved in the 

project and were essential to the good organisation of the experiment.  

More generally, we would like to thank all the people that helped us in anyways for this project, its 

design, its organisation, and the analyses of the results: the photographers that send us their pictures, 

the participants that shared with us some comments about the experiment, the driver of the metro 

cars, the statistician Per Näsman and others.  

A final thank is addressed to the KTH division of the Transport and logistics together with SL which 

both provided us some useful equipments for the day of the experiment. 



 

 

Summary 
 

 

 

The idea of the KTH experiment was suggested to us by Karl Kottenhoff due to the capacity 

problems SL is facing in the metro. SL has during six weeks tested two new types of interior 

design in four old metro cars (CX type) to see whether or not they improve the punctually of 

the system.  The KTH experiment was suggested to SL as a complementary test of the cars. In 

the controlled experiment by KTH 200 people participated in order to be able to test the 

maximum capacity which is calculated to be around 175 passengers for the rebuilt cars and 

150 for the old type of car. The objective of this experiment was to test the time efficiency of 

the rebuilt cars for boarding and alighting and compare them with the old type of car. Also the 

opinions of the participants facing a new design were to be captured. The participants tried 

the three types of metro cars (the old one and the two rebuilt ones) at four different loads of 

passengers. The results were obtained from surveys distributed as well as time measurements 

done by video cameras. To organise the experiment students were invited through Facebook 

and asked to come to Sätra on the 21st of March 2009. The experiment took two hours. The 

main hypothesis was that the rebuilt cars will be more preferred and more time efficient as 

the load of passengers increases. In the survey distributed to the participants three value 

parameters (comfort, roominess and privacy) have been chosen to capture the attitude 

regarding the indoor design of the three cars. To major time measurements have been 

differentiated in the experiment; with/without interaction between participants and 

entering/exiting. The time results mainly showed that Car 2 is more efficient than Car 0 and 

Car 1. But the time saving are so small that the effect of the indoor design change on the 

punctually of the metro system can be questioned. The survey results confirmed the 

hypothesis that the rebuilt cars would be more preferred as the crowdedness increased. But 

no statistical difference of the preferences between the two rebuilt cars has been found. From 

the survey results three binary logit models were derived describing the choice of the 

participants between the cars. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The number of passengers travelling by Stockholm metro has increased over the last years and is 

expected to continue doing so1. In 25 years time the Stockholm region will have an additional 

500 000 inhabitants and the transport system must be reliable, safe and secure2.  

Onboard the red metro line during morning and afternoon rush hour the crowdedness is significant 

and SL (Stockholm Public Transport authority) has therefore initiated a project with new interior 

design of the metro cars to see if that could improve the situation.  

The reason for this trial is to see if this small measure of adjustment can improve the situation of 

crowdedness and delays. At the moment SL cannot run longer trains due to platform length 

limitations. Nor can the trains run more frequent than one train every 2 minutes (30 trains /hour) 

due to the signalling system. A new signal system will be installed in 2014 but until then other 

measures of improvement has to be considered3. During rush hour the trains of the red metro line 

are supposed to run with maximum frequency (one train every 90-100 seconds). But in reality 

bunching of trains occurs and only half of the trains run with the planned frequency4.  

The SL trial of new interior designed cars was launched in 2008. The reason for the this test was to 

see if a more open planned car with fewer seats could affect the boarding times and increase the 

punctuality3. Four CX-metro cars were rebuilt during 2008 with two different types of seat 

configuration. The cars were used on the red line in a six week trial period in early 2009. During the 

trial period onboard time measurements were done to see whether or not the rebuilt cars were 

more efficient for boarding and alighting passengers. The following time measurements were done at 

each door;  

1. Arrival time at the station 

2. Time of doors opening 

3. Time of doors closing 

                                                           

1 Trafiken Stockholms län 2007, 2008 

2 Stockholm stad, 2009-02-02 

3 I Ziegler 2009-01-12 

4 Utvärdering av ombyggda C6 vagnar, 2009-03-31, ÅF Infrastruktur AB 
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4. Departure time 

5. Time at which passengers started to alight (main flow) 

6. Number of passengers to alight (main flow) 

7. Finish time for alighting (main flow) 

8. Time at which passengers started to board (main flow) 

9. Number of passengers to board (main flow) 

10. Finish time for boarding (main flow) 

11. Number of passengers onboard and how they are distributed.  

As well as time measurements onboard surveys were distributed and there were also deep 

interviews with special focus groups to get passengers’ opinions. 

Even though the SL trial was extensive some measurements of the rebuilt cars compared to the old 

ones were missed or unable to be measured. The problem with the SL trial is that the measurement 

of the rebuilt cars’ capacity of boarding and alighting passengers has only been done when the cars 

were running in normal everyday traffic. When measuring in reality a lot of randomness affects the 

performance of the cars. The trains ran in sets of eight cars with two rebuilt cars together in one end 

of the train with six normal cars following or the other way around. The three different types of cars 

in one train set influenced each other and since the doors of the train opened and closed at the same 

time, the time measures of a single car are hard to differentiate. There is also randomness in the 

amount of passengers onboard the cars affecting the results. During the trial period the estimated 

maximum amount of passengers never travelled with the cars (there were never passengers that did 

not get onboard) and therefore the efficiency of the cars at high loads of passengers are unknown5. 

Since measurements were only taken onboard the two rebuilt cars and not always at the same time 

onboard the old cars in the train set, it is hard to tell if the new cars influenced people to board 

another car than they first intended.   

The KTH experiment contribution to the SL trial should be seen as a supplementary testing of the 

efficiency of the rebuilt cars. In other words, the experiment would like to be able to differentiate the 

cars regarding their time performances and their evaluation by the public. The point of the 

experiment is to know if there is a significant improvement of the time performances of the rebuilt 

cars, and if one design is more efficient than the others.  The experiment also investigates the 

preferences of the participants testing the cars and if their opinion is changing regarding the 

                                                           

5 Utvärdering av ombyggda C6 vagnar, 2009-03-31, ÅF Infrastruktur AB 
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crowdedness of the cars. In the analysis a logit model is presented for the probability of choosing one 

of the cars at a specific load of passengers.   

To answer the questions above the KTH experiment was designed as a simulation test with 200 

participants testing the cars at different level of crowdedness. The choice of a simulation test makes 

it possible to measure the individual performances of the cars as they are tested separately. It also 

avoids some randomness that is present in the real traffic. The experiment was divided in two main 

parts: a survey answered by the participants in order to get their opinion about the design of the cars 

and a time test asking the participants to board and to alight the cars in order to measure the time 

performances of the cars. 

The following report will explain the method used for the experiment, the results obtained, the 

analysis done and what conclusions that can be drawn from this experiment and how they 

complement the SL trial. 
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2. Agenda presentation 
 

A short discussion about the idea of a controlled experiment took place at SL’s office on the 28th of 

January.  After going on a test trip with the cars in the real traffic, a first draft was designed 

describing how the experiment could be organised. 

The KTH experiment was suggested to SL on the 13th of February with a short presentation of the 

design of the experiment and what results could be obtained.  

After writing a first draft of the method description (Appendix 1) an agreement from SL was given on 

the 16th of February. Then the work on the final organisation of the experiment and the publicity 

around the event started. 

On the 20th of February, the date and place had been chosen, 21st of March at Sätra between 2 and 4 

PM. To prepare for the experiment, two pilot studies were done at Sätra in order to see how the 

platform could be used and what security measures had to be taken (on the 3rd and the 10th of May). 

After the experiment, a preliminary report was sent to SL on the 3rd of April in order to present the 

main results obtained. The content of the report was presented on the 8th of April during the final SL 

meeting concerning the project for rebuilding the CX metro cars. 

The final report containing more specific analysis of the results will be done by the 11th of May and 

the content will be presented to KTH and SL on the 18th of May.  

In total we estimate to have spent 55 hours for designing the experiment (survey design, time-table 

design, presentation meetings, report redaction…), 35 hours for publicity and communication around 

the event (to get involve 200 participants and give information to them), 40 hours for the general 

organisation of the experiment (shopping, print-outs, preparation of the cars, give helpers 

information…), and 120 hours for the analysis of the results (data collection and statistical analysis). 

The total time spent on the project has been spread out over 15 weeks of work during the period 3 

and 4 of the first academic semester of 2009. 
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3. Literature study 
 

In order to place the KTH experiment in its context, some literature studies have been done when 

working on the project. Mainly three reports have been used as a source of inspiration for the KTH 

experiment and its organisation. To find similar studies as the KTH experiment is hard since it is not 

that common to do large scale simulating tests. Therefore the reference literature used should not 

been seen as comparable material but rather as insight to the problems faced when organising 

experiments.  

First of all, a bus simulating experiment organised with the participation of Karl Kottenhoff, KTH 

Public transport research, has to be mentioned as the main reference for the organisation of the KTH 

experiment in the Stockholm metro6. However, one major difference is that the bus experiment was 

simulating a real movement of the vehicle and passengers getting on and off at different stations 

whereas the metro cars stayed at Sätra station during our experiment. This is due to the fact that a 

metro system is not as flexible in its operation as a bus system. Another difference is that in the 

organisation of the KTH experiment, the number of participants needed to test the maximum 

capacity of the cars was much higher than it was for the bus experiment. Therefore, the design of the 

KTH experiment had to be thought differently.  

The other essential reference that has been used is the SL report concerning the trial of the rebuilt 

cars in the daily traffic7. This trial took place on the red metro line in January-February 2009. The 

objectives of the trial designed have been studied in order to design the KTH experiment as a major 

complement of the results obtained by SL. Therefore the results obtained from our experiment have 

to be compared and correlated with the SL trial results for more coherent analysis. 

Another report that helped us in the formulation of the hypothesis tested in the KTH experiment was 

“New metro car for SL”, from February 19928. This report gives some essential information about 

how the C2000 metro cars have been designed in comparison with the ancient CX metro cars tested 

in our experiment.  

                                                           

6 Eklund Peter, Trafikantcirkulation och låga golv i stadsbussar, KFB-rapport 1994:18 

7 Utvärdering av ombyggda C6 vagnar, 2009-03-31, ÅF Infrastruktur AB 

8 Nya Perspektiv Design AB, 1992 
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4. Method of the KTH experiment 

 

The method used for this project was a simulating controlled experiment comparing three metro cars 

with different interior design.  

 

Car 0 is the present type of CX-car used by SL. The seats are in groups of four facing each other two 

by two. There are 48 seats in total and the expected capacity of the car is 154 passengers. 

 

Car 1 is a rebuilt CX-car. It has six groups of three seats together facing each other. To the right of the 

entrances there are large open floor spaces for wheel chairs and strollers. Car 1 has 18 normal seats 

and 6 folding seats in the rear ends of the car. The expected capacity of the car is 175 passengers.  

 

Car 2 is the other type of rebuilt CX-car. The seats are in rows along the sides of the car similar to the 

cars seen in the London and New York metro. Car 2 has 24 normal seats and 6 folding chairs in the 

rear ends of the car. The expected capacity of the car is 175 passengers.  

The experiment took place at Sätra metro station on the 21st of March 2009 from 1 pm until 4 pm.   

In order to test the maximum capacity of the cars, 200 people were asked to participate in the 

experiment. The method chosen was to simulate a boarding and alighting situation of the cars at 

different level of crowdedness until the maximum capacity had been reached.  The three cars stayed 

at the station during all of the experiment.  
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Picture from inside the old metro car tested. Photo by Floris Schutter 

The whole experiment has been filmed with two cameras to measure the time performances with 

the best precision possible.  Four different times have been measured for each car and at each level 

of crowdedness:  

1. Boarding time for entering all the participants  

2. Alighting time for half of the participants to get off (while the other half stayed inside the car) 

3. Boarding for half of the participants to get back on (while the other half is inside the car)  

4. Alighting time for exiting all the participants 
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Photo of the camera filming the experiment, Photo by Oskar Fröjdh 

The measures of time performance made it possible to differentiate four individual performances of 

the cars that gave different information regarding what is happening in the reality. Two types of 

measure can mainly be distinguished; enter/exit and with/without interaction of the passengers with 

each other.   

The participants were also asked to give their opinion about the car they were testing at each level of 

crowdedness. For each test, they graded the comfort, the privacy and the roominess of the cars and 

said if they got a seat or were standing.  After testing the three cars at one level of crowdedness, the 

participants ranked the cars as 1st, 2nd, and 3rd preferred. 

4.1 Experimental design 

4.1.1 Participants 

In the experiment 199 participants took part. The experiment was intended for 200 participants but 

due to a survey distribution mistake only 199 took part. To organise the experiment as efficient as 

possible, the participants were divided in to 8 groups with 25 people in each, Blue1, Blue2, Green1 

(only 24 participants), Green2, Yellow1, Yellow2, Red1 and Red2. The four colours indicated a group 

of 50 people (with the number 1 or 2).  

When registering the participants on set they were each marked with a coloured and numbered 

sticker and given a survey corresponding to their group and number.  

To get 200 participants involved in the experiment the focus of the publicity of the experiment was 

towards one main social group; students. The participants were therefore not randomly selected and 
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are not to be considered as a sample of the total population travelling by the metro. As mentioned 

above the large majority of the participants were students of the age between 20 and 30 (189 out of 

199). 130 were male and 69 female.9  

When the participants arrived at Sätra they were randomly sorted into the eight different groups. 

Everyone was given a survey to hold on to throughout the experiment. The text on the survey 

informed the participants about the aim of the experiment and it also gave them a setting to 

visualize. The setting was that they were late for a meeting and that they had to get onboard the 

next train arriving at the station, they were also told to listen carefully to the speaker instructions.  

The aim was to simulate the behaviour of the metro travellers during the peak hour when the most 

significant capacity problems occur. The experiment tried to get a realistic picture of the 

crowdedness and simulate the massive movement of people that all wants to board or alight the cars 

at the same station. This could be the case when people are going to work in the morning and stop at 

T-Centralen (the main station in the city centre) or when a football match is on and almost everybody 

gets off or on at the same station.  

4.1.2 Helpers 

Of the day of the experiment there were 11 helpers involved in order to organise the experiment. 

The following tasks were done: registration of the 200 participants, preparation of the cars and the 

platform, filming the experiment, cleaning the cars and the platform afterwards. In addition, two 

security guards from SL were present and one driver was helping for opening and closing the doors. 

In total, 215 people were involved in the experiment. See the helping list with individual task 

Appendix 2 

                                                           

9 Chart 1 
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Checking the participants when entering the test area, photo by Oskar Fröjdh 

4.1.3 Levels of crowdedness tested 

Four different levels of crowdedness were tested for each car; 50, 100, 150 and maximal number of 

passengers. The test procedural was the same for all four levels. The platform was divided into one 

test area and one wait area. Only the groups assigned for the specific level tested were inside the 

test area (see the map in Appendix 3). All groups did not do all parts of the experiment; the blue 

group took part in the 50 level, the red and green group at the 100 level, the green, blue and yellow 

group took part in the 150 level. For the last level of crowdedness all groups took part. This rotation 

of the groups made it possible for all the participants to almost take part equally in the experiment. 

By changing the participants involved in the tests it also prevented them from learning how to board 

and to alight the cars and by that they did not change their behaviour during the experiment.  

4.1.4 Time table design 

The three cars were tested the same way at each level of crowdedness. First to be tested was Car 0 

(the old car), then Car 2 and lastly Car 1.  

All the participants of the specific part were asked through the loud speaker to board the first car 

(Car 0). When everybody was onboard the doors closed and the participants had to wait inside for 

approximately 30 seconds. Then either number 1 or number 2 were asked to leave the car when the 

doors opened. The participants did not know in advance what number was supposed to get off first; 

it was decided at the last minute. When half of the group (either everybody with number 1 or 

everybody with number 2) were on the platform the doors closed and were then re-opened and the 

participants were asked to board again. The doors closed and then everybody where asked to alight 
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the car and move towards the next car (Car 2) without boarding it. When everybody was outside the 

second car they were asked to board it and then the same procedure took place as for the first car. 

After the second car was tested the participants move to the last car and tested it the same way as 

for the first two cars. After the participants had tested all three cars they were asked to fill out the 

survey for that part of the experiment (at one specific level of crowdedness). 

 

The participants are boarding the second car tested, Photo by Oskar Fröjdh 

The procedural for the different level of crowdedness tested was the same with the exception of the 

last part in which the maximum level of crowdedness was tested. For that part the participants were 

asked to board the cars as long as they considered it not to be full. They were not pushed nor forced 

onboard. The participants that did not get onboard the first car tested (Car 0) were asked to step 

back and wait until it was time to board the second car (Car 2). Therefore the measure of the 

maximum capacity of the cars has to be considered as the maximum capacity perceived by the 

participants. This measure will be compared to the theoretical capacity that has been calculated 

regarding the number of square meters available for standing and the number of seats. 
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Crowded at the platform for the last part of the experiment, Photo by Floris Schutter 

The time-table followed during the experiment is available in Appendix 4. 

4.1.5 Emergency plan design 

In case the number of participants showing up on the day of the experiment were not corresponding 

to the confirmed 210 participants an emergency plan was designed. At least 175 people (counting 

the helpers) were needed for the experiment to be able to fill up the cars at a high level of 

crowdedness that was corresponding to the theoretical maximum capacity of the rebuilt cars.  That 

corresponded to 164 participants (with 11 helpers participating for the last part of the experiment) 

over the 210 registered. In case of more than 46 participants not showing up, the emergency plan 

would be launched. 

The decision to use the emergency plan would be taken after the first experiment of 50 participants 

involved. If more than 46 people were still missing after the first experiment then the emergency 

plan would be used. To postpone the decision to use the emergency plan would have given the 

participants approximately 30 minutes extra to show up. 

To be sure to fill up the first groups first the participants was registered by order of colour with 

random number 1 or 2 (except for the Red group where R1 had to be completed before R2): 

1st group Blue = 50 people (involved in part 1, 2 and 4 of the experiment)= 25 B1 + 25 B2 

2nd group Green = 50 people (involved in part 2, 3 and 4 of the experiment)= 25 G1 + 25 G2 

3rd group Red =50 people (involved in part 2 and 4)= 25 R1 + 25 R2 
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4th group Yellow = 50 people (involved in part 3 and 4 of the experiment)= 25 Y1 + 25 Y2 

For complete emergency plan details Appendix 5. 

4.1.6 Survey design 

The survey given to the participants had the same questions regarding all the levels tested with some 

additional questions for the maximum capacity level. For all the parts where the group was involved, 

the survey had one page corresponding to that level of crowdedness tested. Complete survey design 

details in Appendix 6.   

Example of one page from the Green groups survey.  
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PART 2 – 100 participants 

Please answer the following questions after Part 2. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After answering the questions on Part 2 please stay inside the test area and 

prepare for Part 3 of the experiment. 

Questions regarding CAR 0 

 Did you get a seat in car 0?  Yes       No  

 If no, were you able to hold on to something?  Yes       No   

What is your opinion on car 0? Please put an X on the lines below, 

 Comfort    Very low  Very high 

 Roominess  Very bad Very good

 Privacy   Very low  Very high 

    

    

 

 

 

Questions regarding CAR 1 

 Did you get a seat in car 1?  Yes       No  

 If no, were you able to hold on to something?  Yes       No  

What is your opinion on car 1? Please put an X on the lines below, 

Comfort   Very low  Very high 

 Roominess  Very bad Very good

 Privacy  Very low  Very high 

    

    

 

 

 

Questions regarding CAR 2 

 Did you get a seat in car 2?  Yes       No  

 If no, were you able to hold on to something?  Yes       No  

What is your opinion on car 2? Please put an X on the lines below, 

 Comfort    Very low  Very high 

 Roominess  Very bad Very good

 Privacy  Very low  Very high 

    

    

 

 

 

After testing all three cars, please rank them between 1 and 3,  

1 = most preferred car, 3 = least preferred car 

Car 0 Car 1        Car 2 
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The additional questions for the last part of the experiment was “Did you get onboard Car 0/1/2?”. 

After all parts of the experiment were completed the surveys were collected.  

For each car, the participants were asked if they got a seat inside or not and if they were able to hold 

to something. These questions made it possible to capture some important characteristics of the cars 

and to link those parameters to the participant’s ranking of the car.  

To evaluate the comfort, the privacy and the roominess of the cars the participants were asked to 

put a cross on the scale bar. The distance between very low and very high (very good/very bad) 

chosen represents the biggest difference of design performance. More or less independently to the 

indicator valuations, the participants were finally asked to rank the cars from the most preferred to 

the least preferred. The choice of ranking the three cars instead of just choosing the most preferred 

was done in order to make possible to differentiate all the cars from each other and not only one 

from the others.  

4.1.7 Method of analysis  

When analysing the survey results the software Excel and SSPS have been used. The data has been 

cleaned before performing any analysis with it.    

To interpret the value parameters comfort, privacy and roominess the scale bar between very low 

and very high were transformed into numbers between 1 and 5, with 0,5 as the smallest 

differentiator (9 different grades possible).   

The survey results are used to create a logit model describing the probability of choosing one of the 

three cars. Since there are only three alternatives available to chose from a discrete choice model 

could be generated. The logit model uses the concept of utility where each alternative to choose has 

a specific utility to the individual. This utility derives from the individual’s socioeconomic 

characteristics and the relative attractiveness of the option.10 The method used to create the logit 

model in SPSS was trial and error. Firstly the data was checked to see whether or not the data was 

correlated after that the most significant explanatory parameters were detected to be used in the 

model by regression analysis.    

The whole experiment was filmed by two cameras to capture the time it took for the participants to 

get on and off the different cars.  

As mentioned in the time table description, there were four main times that have been measured for 

each car at each level of crowdedness.  

                                                           

10 De Dios Ortúzar & Willumsen, 2001 
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1. All the people entering the car tested 

2. Half of the people exiting the car while the other half stays inside 

3. Half of the people entering the car while the other half stays inside 

4. All the people exiting the car 

The time counter started when the first participant passed one door of the car tested and stopped 

when the last participant got onboard (or the contrary depending if the participants were asked to 

board or to alight the car). Each time has been measured from the movie a couple of times in order 

to obtain 5 time measures that were not differentiating from each other of more than 1 second. The 

time counter precision was 1 hundredth of second. 

4.2 Experiment organisation 

4.2.1 Publicity around the event and communication  

In order to get the 200 participants, the choice was to focus on the main social group that could 

easily be contacted; mainly students from KTH and Stockholm University. The publicity around the 

event was made by internet and also by posters and flyers (Appendix 7).  

The majority of the people involved have been invited to the event via Facebook where an event 

page was created describing the organisation and main objective of the experiment. To attract 

enough students to make the experiment possible, each participant was promised a cinema ticket to 

thank them for their participation. A lottery game with 3 ipods to win was also organised and snacks 

and drinks were served during the experiment.  

To register as a participant, the people were asked to fill out an online survey in order to decline their 

identity and contact information. A blog was created to give some more additional information about 

the event and describe more specifically the organisation of the experiment 

(http://kthexperiment.blogspot.com/).  The majority of the communication with the participants has 

been done by email or by phone for more urgent problems.  

4.2.2 Budget 

In total an amount of 22 612 SEK has been spent in order to organise the experiment. A detail of the 

expenditures is available in Appendix 8. More expenditure have been made by SL if taking into 

account the employment of two security guards and the additional work causing for the organisation 

of the experiment. 
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5. Hypothesis 

 

The hypothesis is that the rebuilt cars will be more preferred by the participants as the passenger 

number increases due to the fact that there is more room inside the rebuilt cars for standing. It is 

also believed that the rebuilt cars will have a better time performance than the old type of car due to 

the extra room available. The improvement of time efficiency of the rebuilt cars should be higher 

when passengers are supposed to interact with each other.  

Another hypothesis is that a logit model could be suitable to predict the preferences of the 

passengers between the old and rebuilt cars. The hypothetical logit model is:   

0 1 2

3 4 5

6 7

( )

( )

of passengers + seatdummy +

* comfort_oldcar + * room_oldcar + * privacy_oldcar  

of passenger
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V
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e
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e e

e
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e e
V

V

=
+

=
+

=a +a * # a *

a a a

=a +a * # 8

9 10 11

s + seatdummy +

* comfort_newcar+ * room_newcar + * privacy_newcar 

  

a *

a a a

Some hypotheses about the coefficients are: 

α0 and α6: positive coefficients, these coefficients capture all the other parameters affecting the 

preference that have not been considered within the model. 

α1: negative coefficient since the old car should be more preferred for a low number of passengers 

and the preferment drops as the number of passengers increase. 

α7: positive coefficient since the new cars should be more preferred for a high number of passengers 

and the preferment increases as the number of passengers increase. 
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α2 and α8: positive coefficients since getting a seat would probably positively influence the 

preference of the car. 

α3 and α9: positive coefficients since the higher the comfort is perceived the higher the car should be 

preferred.    

α4 and α10: positive coefficients since the higher the roominess is perceived the higher the car should 

be preferred.  

α5 and α11: positive coefficients since the higher the privacy is perceived the higher the car should be 

preferred. 
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6. Results 
 

The results will be presented in two major parts; results obtained from the surveys and results 

obtained from the film.    

6.1 Survey results 

6.1.1 Maximum capacity of the cars 

The maximum capacity of the cars was measured by the amount of people that chose to board the 

car.  

The expected maximum capacity for the old type of car is 154 passengers. In the experiment 180 

participants chose to board this car.  

The calculated capacity for the two rebuilt cars, Car 1 and Car 2 is 175 passengers. In the experiment 

175 passengers chose to board Car 1 and 178 passengers to board Car 2.  

6.1.2 Percentage of participants with a seat 

 

 

The percentage of passengers with a seat is dropping as the number of passengers increase. The 

drop is most significant for Car 0 which has more seats than the rebuilt cars.11   

 

                                                           

11 Chart 2 
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6.1.3 Percentage of participants with handle 

The participants that did not get a seat were asked if they reached a handle inside the cars.  

 

As seen in the graph above when only 50 participants were onboard the cars everybody that did not 

get a seat could reach a handle. As the crowdedness increased the percentage of participants that 

reached a handle in the old car (Car 0) drops faster than for Car 1 and Car 2. 12 

This could mean that the design of the handles is better in the rebuilt cars than in the old car.  

6.1.4 Value parameters of the cars 

The value parameter tries to capture important features of the cars that affect the passengers’ 

opinion of the car. 

The three parameters are comfort, roominess and privacy. 

                                                           

12 Chart 3 
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The graph above shows that the perceived comfort of the three cars drops as the amount of 

participants increase onboard them. 

 

The perceived privacy of the cars also drops as the amount of passengers increase.  
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The perceived roominess of the cars also drops as the amount of passengers increase. The perceived 

roominess of the old car is always lower than for the rebuilt cars at the same level of crowdedness. 

6.1.5 Rank of the cars 

 

 

The old type of car is most preferred when there are a low number of passengers onboard. The 

preferment of the old type of car drops when the number of passengers increases. Car 1 and Car 2 
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are almost equally preferred at a high load of passengers with a small tendency towards Car 1 being 

the most preferred. The same thing can be shown with the three graphs below were the three 

different ranks are presented separately.13  

 

 

                                                           

13 Chart 4 
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On these graphs, the 1/3 proportion is the reference of the number of votes that should be counted 

if the cars were equally preferred. Therefore, the closer to the reference line is the distribution of the 

votes; the smaller is the influence of the car’s characteristics on the choice of the participants. 

When looking at the distribution of the votes compare to the reference, the difference could be 

either positive or negative. A positive difference means that more than the predict number of people 

have voted for the car if considering a random distribution of the votes. A negative difference means 

that fewer people than the predict number have voted for the car. On the graph below, the % of 

votes differencing to the reference 1/3 proportion are represented. 

 

Car 1 is in most cases the most differing to the reference 1/3 proportion of the votes. 
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6.2 Time performance results 

The times for entering and exiting have been measured between the time the first person and the 

last person entered or exited the metro car. 

Each time has been measured 5 times until the precision between the 5 measures was less than 1 

second. 

 

Massive movement of participants during the last part of the experiment, Photo by Oskar Fröjdh  

6.2.1 Time measures at different loads of passengers 

For each part of the experiment, 4 times have been measured corresponding to the schedule 

followed as presented in the previous part (organisation of the experiment). On the graphics bellow, 

the time performances are added together and the total time performances of the cars can be 

compared with each other. 
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Average time for Part I (seconds): 

 

 

number 

passengers car 0 car 1 car 2 

enter 50 13,61 20,01 17,31 

exit 25 5,79 9,01 6,20 

enter 25 7,69 9,84 7,01 

exit 50 11,51 13,34 11,41 
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Average time for Part II (seconds): 

  

number 

passengers car 0 car 1 car 2 

enter 100 24,32 24,41 22,83 

exit 50 19,31 17,82 12,35 

enter 50 18,27 17,63 16,02 

exit 100 20,40 18,51 17,00 

 

 

Average time for Part III (seconds): 

  

number 

passengers car 0 car 1 car 2 

enter 150 40,30 40,45 40,33 

exit 75 22,20 21,43 22,32 

enter 75 35,78 30,51 27,71 

exit 150 38,73 29,78 31,79 
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Average time for Part IV (seconds): 

  

number 

passengers car 0 car 1 car 2 

enter Max 40,30 40,45 40,33 

exit Half max 22,20 21,43 22,32 

enter Half max 35,78 30,51 27,71 

exit Max 38,73 29,78 31,79 

 

These charts give a first overview of the individual total performance of each car at each stage of 

crowdedness tested.  

Regarding the global series of the charts, no real differences between the cars performances can be 

observed.  

However, one conclusion that can be made is that Car 0 is the slowest for the three last stages (but 

the maximum capacity measured is higher). Between Car 1 and 2, the difference of performance 

varies when increasing the level of crowdedness. 

6.2.2 Individual car time performances 

For each car, a chart can be drawn showing how the different times vary regarding the number of 

passengers entering or exiting the car. 
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The four parts of the experiment are visible on these graphs and the 16 average time measures are 

differentiated in four types of measurement that correspond to the four steps of the test (all enter, 

half exit etc). Each point corresponds to an average time measure and a number of people boarding 

or alighting the car. 
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The linear regressions have been drawn assuming that the time varies proportionally to the number 

of people boarding or alighting the car. The closer to 1 the R2 indicator is, the better the data fits the 

linear regression. The results show that the time variations regarding the load of passengers involved 

are suitable with a linear regression.  

When the slope of the line is steep (the regression coefficient is high) it means that the general time 

performance is slower compare to the other time performances. 

One main observation that could be made here is that the time for entering people inside the car is 

always longer than for exiting. The remark is valid when all the people are moving together and when 

only a half of them are moving while the other half is not.  

A second observation is that the time for entering or exiting while there is people remaining inside 

the cars is always slower than the time for all the people to enter or exit the cars.  

6.2.3 Four different types of time measures 

In order to compare the performances of the cars, some specific chart for each type of time measure 

is presented. 

Boarding and alighting without interaction means that all the participants are asked to move at the 

same time in one direction. It corresponds to the time performances of the car with the legend “all 

enter” and “all exit” on the previous charts (§ 6.2.2). 
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Boarding or alighting with interaction means that only a half of the participants are asked to exit or 

enter the car while the other half stays inside. Therefore there is an interaction between the people 

staying inside and the people exiting. It corresponds to the time performances of the car with the 

legend “enter with people inside” and “exit with people inside” on the previous charts (§ 6.2.2). 
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The times measured when people are interacting with each other vary much more form one car to 

the other. Because the interpretation of the results when using the linear regression is hard to do, it 

might not be the best suitable trend line.  When testing the exponential trend line, the R-squared 

value is higher than for the linear trend line. The interaction of the people with each other is 

therefore changing the nature of the results. 

 

The results show that the individual performances of each car are more differentiable when people 

are interacting with each other rather than when they all move in the same direction. This means 
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that if the focus is to study the differences of the cars’ indoor design affecting the time 

performances, the time measures to use are those with interaction. 

In reality, there is always more or less interaction between the people using the metro. But an 

example corresponding to a situation without interaction is when a lot of people are coming or going 

to the same place at the same time (a football match for example). So both results are still 

interesting to analyse. 
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7. Analysis 

7.1 Survey 

7.1.1 Confidence interval of ranking14 

 

At the low level of crowdedness Car 1 has a very high probability to be the least preferred car out of 

the three. Since the confidence intervals of Car 0 and Car 2 are overlapping the most preferred car at 

this level cannot be statistically distinguished. The average rank of the old car is higher than for Car 2 

but statistically there is no difference between those two options.  
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At the 100 level there is no difference between the ranks of the cars. They are as seen in the graph 

above statistically not differentiable (all the confidence intervals are overlapping each other). 

 

 At a crowdedness of 150 passengers the old type of car is statistically considered as the least 

preferred car.  Car 1 and Car 2 are statistically not differentiable.  

 

At the last level the same trend as for the 150 level can be seen. The old type of car is least preferred 

while the two new cars are not statistically differentiable.  
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7.1.2 Confidence interval of value parameters  

7.1.2.1 Roominess 95 % confidence interval 

50 Min Max 

Car 0 2,88 3,34 

Car 1 3,52 4,02 

Car 2 3,74 4,19 
At the 50 level the valuation of Car 0 is significantly lower than for Car 1 and Car 2. There is no 

significant difference between Car 1 and Car 2.  

100 Min Max 

Car 0 2,96 3,34 

Car 1 3,35 3,74 

Car 2 3,27 3,69 
At the 100 level the valuation of Car 0 is significantly lower than for Car 1 but not for Car 2. There is 

no significant difference between Car 1 and Car 2.  

150 Min Max 

Car 0 2,06 2,36 

Car 1 2,71 3,03 

Car 2  2,70 2,98 
At the 150 level the valuation of Car 0 is significantly lower than for Car 1 and Car 2. There is no 

significant difference between Car 1 and Car 2. 

Max capacity Min Max 

Car 0 1,82 2,10 

Car 1 2,29 2,60 

Car 2 2,26 2,54 
At the maximum level of capacity tested the valuation of Car 0 is significantly lower than for Car 1 

and Car 2. There is no significant difference between Car 1 and Car 2. 

7.1.2.2 Comfort, 95 % confidence interval 

50 Min Max 
Car 0 3,19 3,73 
Car 1 2,61 3,13 
Car 2 3,16 3,60 

At the 50 level the comfort for Car 1 is significantly perceived worse than for Car 0 and Car 2. 

100 Min Max 150,00 Min Max 
 Max 
capacity  Min Max 

Car 0 3,23 3,54 Car 0 2,51 2,85 Car 0 2,10 2,42 
Car 1 2,88 3,28 Car 1 2,66 2,95 Car 1 2,35 2,63 
Car 2 2,95 3,30 Car 2 2,66 2,91 Car 2 2,37 2,64 

At the 100, 150 and maximum capacity level there is no difference between the cars regarding how 

the comfort is perceived.  
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7.1.2.3 Privacy, 95 % confidence interval 

50 Min Max 
Car 0 2,75 3,29 
Car 1 2,78 3,28 
Car 2 2,89 3,37 

There is no difference between the cars at the 50 level on how the privacy is perceived.  

100             Min 
                        

Max 

Car 0 2,83 3,23 

Car 1 2,62 2,95 

Car 2 2,31 2,66 
Car 0 is at the 100 level perceived having a better privacy than Car 2, there is no statistical difference 

between Car 0 and Car 1 and Car 1 and Car 2.  

150 Min Max 

Car 0 1,95 2,25 

Car 1 2,18 2,45 

Car 2 2,10 2,32 
There is no difference between the cars at the 150 level on how the privacy is perceived.  

Max Capacity  Min Max 
Car 0 1,69 1,93 
Car 1 1,93 2,20 
Car 2 1,84 2,06 

There is no difference between the cars at the maximum level on how the privacy is perceived.  

7.1.3 Logit model 

The survey results were used to create a binary logit model describing the probabilities of choosing 

one alternative. Since it was hard to create one “new car parameter” from the rank and valuation of 

Car 1 and Car 2 the choice was to create three different binary logit models.  

A linear regression was used to test what significant parameters to use in the models.15 

The significant variables for Car 0 were comfort, roominess and privacy of car 0, but also seat in Car 2 

and comfort of Car 1 and Car 2.   

The significant variables for Car 1 were load, comfort of Car 0 and Car 2, seat in Car 1 and Car 2, 

roominess for Car 2 and Car 1 and privacy of Car 1.  

The significant variables for Car 2 were comfort and privacy of Car 0, comfort and privacy of Car 2 

and finally comfort of Car 1.   

                                                           

15 Chart 6 
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The following models were created finally.   

7.1.3.1 Model 1 

Model 1 tries to capture how the choice is distributed between Car 0 and Car 2. The dependent 

variable Car0Car2 was created as a dummy variable. If Car 2 was ranked higher than Car 0 then 

Car0Car2 was equal to 1 and otherwise 0.    
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Car Car
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 Model Summary 
 

Step 
-2 Log 

likelihood 
Cox & Snell 
R Square 

Nagelkerke R 
Square 

1 494,038(a) ,278 ,372 

a  Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 because parameter estimates changed by less than ,001. 
 
 
 
Classification Table(a) 
 

  Observed 

Predicted 

Car0Car2 
Percentage 

Correct ,00 1,00 
Step 1 Car0Car2 ,00 145 65 69,0 

1,00 49 212 81,2 
Overall Percentage     75,8 

a  The cut value is ,500 
 
 Variables in the Equation 
 

  B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Step 
1(a) 

comfort0 -,613 ,158 15,105 1 ,000 ,542 
room0 -,364 ,170 4,596 1 ,032 ,695 
privacy0 -,418 ,163 6,567 1 ,010 ,658 
seat2 -,469 ,268 3,055 1 ,080 ,626 
comfort2 1,054 ,154 46,635 1 ,000 2,870 
Constant ,960 ,415 5,363 1 ,021 2,612 

a  Variable(s) entered on step 1: comfort0, room0, privacy0, seat2, comfort2. 
 
 
This model predicts 75 % correct the choice of the participants. All the parameters except seat2 used 

in this model are significant for describing the choice between Car 0 and Car 2. The interpretation of 

the parameters signs, 

Comfort0, negative, this means that if comfort for Car 0 is increasing the rank of Car 2 decreases.  

Room0, negative, this means that if the roominess in Car 0 is increasing the rank of Car 2 is 

decreasing.  
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Privacy0, negative, this means that if the privacy in Car 0 is increasing the rank of Car 2 is decreasing.  

Seat2, negative, this means that if you get a seat in Car 2 that is decreasing the rank of Car 2, this 

does not make sense but on the other hand the parameter is not significant and can therefore be 

questioned.   

Comfort2, positive, this means that if the comfort in Car 2 is increasing the rank of Car 2 will also 

increase.  

Constant, positive, this means that there are positive factors connected with Car 0 that these 

parameters does not capture but that is affecting the ranking of that car.   

7.1.3.2 Model 2 

Model 2 tries to capture how the choice is distributed between Car 0 and Car 1. The dependent 

variable Car0Car1 was created as a dummy variable. If Car 1 was ranked higher than Car 0 then 

Car0Car1 was equal to 1 and otherwise 0.   

0

0 1
( 0)

Car

Car Car

V

V V

e
P Car

e e
=

+

 

 Model Summary 
 

Step 
-2 Log 

likelihood 
Cox & Snell 
R Square 

Nagelkerke R 
Square 

1 477,004(a) ,274 ,370 

a  Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 because parameter estimates changed by less than ,001. 
 
  
Classification Table(a) 
 

  Observed 

Predicted 

Car0Car1 
Percentage 

Correct ,00 1,00 
Step 1 Car0Car1 ,00 122 65 65,2 

1,00 41 236 85,2 
Overall Percentage     77,2 

a  The cut value is ,500 
 
 Variables in the Equation 
 

  B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Step 
1(a) 

comfort0 -,849 ,153 30,990 1 ,000 ,428 
comfort1 1,061 ,144 54,178 1 ,000 2,891 
room0 -,456 ,151 9,149 1 ,002 ,634 
Constant 1,070 ,400 7,146 1 ,008 2,914 

a  Variable(s) entered on step 1: comfort0, comfort1, room0. 
 

Model predicts 77 % correct the choice between Car 0 and Car 1. All parameters used are significant. 

The interpretation of the parameters signs, 
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Comfort0, negative, this means that if comfort for Car 0 is increasing the rank of Car 1 decreases.  

Comfort1, positive, this means that if comfort for Car 1 is increasing the rank of Car 1 is increasing.  

Room0, negative, this means that if the roominess in Car 0 is increasing the rank of Car 1 is 

decreasing.  

Constant, positive, this means that there are positive things connected with Car 0 that these 

parameters does not capture but that is effecting the ranking of that car.   

 

7.1.3.3 Model 3 

Model 3 tries to capture how the choice is distributed between Car 1 and Car 2. The dependent 

variable Car1Car2 was created as a dummy variable. If Car 2 was ranked higher than Car 1 then 

Car1Car2 was equal to 1 and otherwise 0.   

1

2 1
( 1)

Car

Car Car
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e
P Car

e e
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+  

 Model Summary 
 

Step 
-2 Log 

likelihood 
Cox & Snell 
R Square 

Nagelkerke R 
Square 

1 468,806(a) ,312 ,417 

a  Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 because parameter estimates changed by less than ,001. 
 
  
Classification Table(a) 
 

  Observed 

Predicted 
car 2 is ranked better 

than car 1 
Percentage 

Correct ,00 1,00 
Step 1 car 2 is ranked better 

than car 1 
,00 211 44 82,7 
1,00 74 138 65,1 

Overall Percentage     74,7 
a  The cut value is ,500 
 

Variables in the Equation 
 

  B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Step 
1(a) 

comfort2 1,075 ,177 36,957 1 ,000 2,931 
privacy2 ,610 ,166 13,556 1 ,000 1,840 
comfort1 -1,640 ,173 90,137 1 ,000 ,194 
Constant -,128 ,438 ,086 1 ,770 ,880 

a  Variable(s) entered on step 1: comfort2, privacy2, comfort1. 
 
The model predicts almost 75 % correct. All parameters except the constant are significantly 

different from zero.  

The interpretation of the parameters,  
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Comfort2, positive, this means that if the comfort for Car 2 is increasing the rank of Car 2 is 

increasing.  

Privacy2, positive, this means that if the privacy increases for Car 2 then the rank of Car 2 also 

increases.  

Comfort1, negative, this means that if the comfort for Car 1 is increasing the rank of Car 2 decreases.  

Constant, negative, this means that there are other parameters that are not within the model that 

are negative towards the rank of car 2.  

7.2 Time performances 

7.2.1 Time performances with/without interaction of people  

 

When summing the boarding and alighting time performances at each stage of crowdedness for the 

different type of times measured (with interaction and without interaction), the following graphs 

were obtained: 
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In these graphs the total time performances of the cars without interaction between the people 

boarding or alighting are drawing almost one line. 

On the other hand, the total time performances of the cars with interaction are much more 

dissipated on the graph. Three trend lines can easily be distinguished representing the performance 

of each car.  

Regarding this new trend line, the results are easier to interpret. Car 2 is always less efficient than car 

0 since the curve of car 2 is below the curve of car 0. Since Car 1 seems to be less efficient than Car 0 

for a low number of passengers but then becomes more efficient for a higher number of passengers.   

7.2.2 Performance results 

 

To be able to get a clear picture of the individual performances of each car and compare them, the 

time/number of passengers ratio has been calculated. The reason for this is that the number of 

passengers boarding the car is not always the same during all parts of the experiment (the maximum 

capacity of the cars varies). 

The car performance with and without interaction are presented separately. 
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The previous charts show that the performances of the cars given in seconds/passengers are variable 

during the different parts of the experiment. The comparison of the variation of the results when 

measuring the performance with or without interaction of the participants demonstrates that the 

variation of the performance is mainly due to the measure taken with interaction. It is noticeable 

that more people are boarding the cars without interaction, flattest is the difference of performance 

between the cars (the three cars almost have the same time performance for the maximum capacity 

tested in part IV). 

On the graph presenting the results with interaction Car 0 has the worst performance for the three 

last levels of crowdedness tested.  

The ranking of the total performances of the three cars tends to show that car 2 is globally more 

efficient in terms of boarding and alighting. Car 1 seems to be more efficient only at a high level of 

crowdedness. 

7.2.3 Confidence interval of the car performances 

After calculation of the time/passenger performances for each time measure, the average 

time/passenger performance has been calculated for each part of the experiment. Then, the series of 

times measured have been analysed and the standard deviation of the sample has been calculated in 

order to see how wide the time performances distribution is.  This made it possible to calculate the 

confidence interval depending on the number of measures that were analysed (width of the sample) 

and assuming that the values are normally distributed.  

First of all, an average of the global time/passenger performance has been calculated together with 

its confidence interval. Secondly, the averages of the time/passenger performance with and without 

interaction have been calculated separately together with their confidence intervals. 

The calculations of the 80 time measures (40 time measures with interaction, 40 time measures 

without interaction) for each part of the experiment are presented in the following graphs.  

If the intervals concerning the time performance calculated for each car are not overlapping, it 

means that the performances are significantly different at a high level of probability. If not, no 

conclusion could be drawn when comparing the performances of the cars. 

On the graphs, the width of the interval varies regarding the spread of the time measures 

considered. The wider the interval is, the more spread out are the measures considered for 

calculation. Nevertheless, it does not mean that the measures are less precise. For each time 

performance measured, less than 1 second has been allowed between the 5 measures taken. 

However, when calculating the confidence interval at one level of crowdedness, 4 different types of 
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time performance are used in the calculations (entering all, exiting all, entering with people inside, 

exiting with people inside). Therefore, the differences between the times measured when comparing 

different types of time performance are not limited by the precision of the measures. That is why the 

width of the confidence intervals could vary from one to another car depending on the type of 

measures analysed.16 

Part I: 50 participants 

 

 

                                                           

16 Chart 7 
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Regarding the global performance in this part of the experiment, Car 1 less efficient than Car 0 and 

Car 2 as its average time/passenger performance is much higher than the others. No differentiation 

can be done between Car 0 and Car 2 performances. 

Concerning the different type of performances, with or without interaction, it is noticeable that the 

differentiation of the performances is more easily done when there is interaction. This is linked to 

the remark that was previously made saying that the performances with interaction are more 

differentiable when comparing the cars (§ 8.2.3). 

On the other hand, the performances of Car 1 and 2 are not anymore differentiable when taking into 

account only the time performances without interaction. It means that, when there is a massive 

movement of people exiting or entering the car, Car 1 and 2 have similar performances whereas they 

have totally different results with interaction (Car 2 is more efficient than Car 1). 

Part II: 100 participants 
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Overall at this load of passengers the three cars performances cannot be differentiated because all 

the intervals are overlapping.  

However, regarding the performances with interaction, the three cars have different results. Car 2 

can be considered as the most efficient, followed by Car 1 while Car 0 is considered the worst 

efficient. 

On the other hand, no differentiation can be done regarding the performances of the cars without 

interaction. So a massive movement of people exiting or entering the cars does not reveal any 

differences between the car performances whereas the performances are clearly differentiable when 

the passengers are interacting with each other.  
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Part III: 150 participants 
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In general, the performances of the three cars are not differentiable at this load of passengers.  

Regarding the performances with interaction, the performances of the three cars are all similar. But 

when looking at the results without interaction, it is showing the car 0 is less efficient than the rebuilt 

cars. This could mean that the drop of the efficiency of the car 0 while increasing the load of 

passengers is due to the lack of efficiency when considering massive movements of people towards 

the same direction.  

Part IV: 200 participants 
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Similarly as for the 150 load of passengers, no conclusion about the cars’ performances can be drawn 

regarding the global time performances results at the maximum capacity tested.  

When checking the results separately, the interpretations are different whether there is interaction 

or not. No differentiation of the performances of Car 0 can be made in both cases but the 

comparison of the two new cars performances is possible.  

Car 1 is more efficient than Car 2 when there is interaction between the passengers and less efficient 

there is no interaction. It means that the performances of the cars are different depending on the 

nature of the movement of the passengers at their maximum capacity.  Car 1 seems to be more 

efficient when there is a redistribution of the people to let the others enter or exit while the Car 2 

seems to be more efficient when there is a massive movement of people entering or exiting the car 

all together. 

Finally, there are no time performances of a car that can be relevant comparing the evolution of the 

performances with each other when the load of passengers increases. Only a comparison between 

Car 2 and Car 1 with interaction shows that Car 2 is more efficient at the 2 first loads of passengers 

tested but less efficient at the maximum level of capacity tested. But the performance of Car 0 is 

hardly differentiable from the performances of the new cars. So no comparison of the performances 

of Car 0 and the two rebuilt cars can be made. 

7.2.4 Final average time performance 

To compare the overall performances of the cars for the whole experiment, the total average 

time/passenger performance of each car and the average of the performances with and without 

interaction have been calculated. 
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In order to see if the performances are statistically different from each other or not a more specific 

analysis has to be done on the data17. The values of the differences of the time measured between 

the cars have been calculated and will make it possible to calculate the probability of the 

performances of the cars to be different. This analysis will give us more precise results when 

comparing the performances of the cars two by two. 

When calculating the average value of the differences of time measured between two cars, closer is 

the result to 0, the more similar are the performances of the cars. If the confidence interval of the 

average calculated does not include 0, it means that the time performances have a high probability 

to be different. To understand how the exact probability of the time performances can be calculated, 

the figure below could be helpful. 

 

By assuming a normal distribution of the values, the figure drawn could be interpreted in term of 

probability corresponding to the area below the curve plotted. The larger the area that is 

representing the positives value of time savings when using Car 2 instead of Car 1, the higher is the 

probability of Car 2 to be more efficient than Car 1. 

The probability of Car 2 to be more efficient than Car 1 can be calculated by using excel solver to 

solve the equation where the P% confidence interval lower borne is equal to 0. Therefore, the 

probability is calculated to be equal to P+(1-P)/2 assuming a normal distribution of the results. 
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To summarize, the probabilities of the different hypothesis tested are: 

hypothesis tested car 2 > car 1 car 2 > car 0 car 1 > car 0 

globally 
99,74% 99,93% 56,87% 

time savings by passenger (s) 
0,01937 0,02083 0,00146 

with interaction 
92,29% 99,99…% 89,76% 

time savings by passenger (s) 
0,01971 0,03820 0,01849 

without interaction 
99,99…% 73,38% 2,83% 

time savings by passenger (s) 
0,01903 0,00346 -0,01557 

 

Finally, the probabilities of the hypothesis made are relevant. Particularly, we have a high probability 

that Car 2 is more efficient than the other cars (less than 1% risk to be wrong). On the other hand, 

the hypothesis that Car 1 is more efficient than Car 0 is hardly trustable (more than 45% risk to be 

wrong).   

Regarding in more detail the probability of the performances to be different when there is 

interaction or not show the nature of the main improvement made in the design of the new cars. 

Therefore, the improvement made when comparing Car 2 to Car 1 is more trustable regarding the 

performances without interaction than with interaction. On the contrary, the improvement made 

when comparing Car 2 to Car 0 is more trustable regarding the performances with interaction than 

without interaction. When comparing Car 1 to Car 0, the improvement is only due to time savings 

P% confidence interval X=0 

Mean value of time savings 

(1-P)/2 (1-P)/2 
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regarding the performance with interaction. In fact, Car 1 is less efficient than Car 0 when looking at 

the time performances without interaction (less than 3% risk to be wrong). 

Even if in most of the cases the performances of the cars are globally differentiable, one important 

thing to look at is the actual value of time savings when comparing the performances of two cars. 

The maximum time savings are observed when looking at the performances with interaction. An 

average of 0,038 seconds per passenger is saved when boarding or alighting Car 2 compare to Car 0. 

It represents almost 4 seconds when boarding or alighting 100 passengers and even more at a higher 

load of passengers. 

Those time/passenger savings should probably vary regarding the load of passengers tested but the 

limited observation made at each load of passenger do not make it possible to interpret the results 

that could be calculated. So the analysis of the data collected during the experiment will not detail 

more the time savings observed. 
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8. Discussion 
 

In this part the main issues and problems that were faced in the results are discussed using 

questions/answers process.  

8.1 Comments on the method used 

8.1.1 Why was not a situation with participants moving in different directions tested? 

When the experiment was designed it was known that the average boarding time in normal traffic is 

1 second/passenger18. The assigned time for the experiment was only 2 hours to begin with and the 

number of tests that was able to be done was therefore limited. During the experiment the time it 

took for the passengers to board and alight the cars as planned was much faster than expected and 

there would have been time to do a simulation of passengers moving in different directions (some 

people wanting to board while other want to alight). But since we had not planned for such an 

experiment it would have been hard to perform it there without confusing the participants who were 

filling out the surveys. In addition, the time for planning the experiment was very short and the 

additional work for organising those extra tests would have been too long. Afterwards it would have 

been useful to have measured the time performances of passengers moving in different directions 

but still there is enough data from the existing experiment to do qualified analysis.  

8.1.2 Could we have done more time measurements? 

As mentioned above when planning the experiment the time for running the experiment was 

overestimated and therefore only one test at each level of crowdedness was planned. The data was 

therefore limited regarding the load of passengers, for example there are only 50 observations for 

the first level tested. More observations for those low loads of passengers could have improved the 

quality of the results. For the last part of the experiment when the maximum capacity of the cars was 

tested the results are only obtained by testing each car once. Since the number of passengers that 

boarded the cars at this level was not predefined there should have been more measurements done 

to confirm the observations. An improvement that could have been done if more time was dedicated 

for running the experiment is to test with all four groups at each level. That means that for all levels 

there would have been 200 surveys completed. Moreover the experiment could have been organised 

in order to measure the time performances at least two times for each level.  

                                                           

18 Mayer L, 2009-04-08 
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8.2 Comments on the survey results 

8.2.1 Why did more participants get onboard the old type of car?  

The reason why more participants got onboard the old type of car than the rebuilt types of cars can 

be questioned since there are theoretical less room onboard. Firstly, the participants were asked to 

choose by themselves when considered it was too crowded for them to get onboard. They were not 

encouraged to fill the cars to the maximum capacity. The result is therefore corresponding to the 

maximum level of crowdedness that the participants perceived. However, more people could have 

been pushed inside if that was the target of the experiment. The reliability of the results can be 

questioned due to the fact the Car 0 was the first car tested and the participants pushed harder to 

get onboard that one than the later ones. Some participants onboard Car 0 probably perceived the 

crowdedness so badly that they choose not to board the last two cars when they believed it was full.  

The results show that the theoretical capacity does not correspond to the maximum capacity 

perceived. The fact that almost the same number of people got on board the three cars without 

regarding the theoretical capacity might be linked to the perception of the amount of people waiting 

on the platform to get onboard. Since the same numbers of people were asked to board the three 

cars almost the same number of people chose to get onboard all the cars. After testing the cars in the 

previous parts of the experiment the participants already noticed the difference in roominess of the 

cars. The behaviour of the participants was therefore affected and we believe they were more 

prepared to be crowded in Car 0 (with the visual less room) than the other two cars (with visually 

more space). Therefore they thought when testing the maximum capacity of Car 1 and 2 that it 

should be less crowded and that is why we think less people chose to board those cars. 

8.2.2 Why did more participants reach a handle onboard the rebuilt cars? 

One explanation of the fact that more participants reached a handle in the rebuilt cars could be that 

those cars had extra bars underneath the ceiling to support the construction of the car. The bars 

even though not intended to be used as handle were used as such. The rebuilt cars also had a 

different kind of pole in the middle of the area between the doors compared to the old car. The 

middle of the pole had a three armed piece that increased the area on which to hold on to compare 

to the normal straight pole used in the old car.   

8.2.3 Why is there an increase of the perceived comfort at the 100 level?  

This could be due to the fact that it was not the same participants that tested the cars at the 50 level 

as the 100 level. All participants at the 50 and 100 level tried the cars for the first time and could 

therefore not compare them to a previous level of crowdedness as they could for the higher levels 

tested.  
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8.3 Comments on the logit model 

8.3.1 Why was a binary logit model chosen instead of a multi nominal logit model?  

The reason for choosing the simpler binary model was that the software used (SPSS) were too 

complicated for us to work with for the MNL model. Therefore three binary models were created to 

capture the three choice situations available.  

8.3.2 Why were not the load of passengers and the “seat factor” significant parameters?  

One explanation to why the “seat factor” was not a significant parameter could be that getting a seat 

on board correlates with the value of the comfort of the car, which is a significant parameter. It could 

also be so that the participant when valuing the comfort were not just doing it from the perspective 

of just this single test but rather from a perspective as if they were travelling with this car everyday 

to and from school. This could mean that the perceived comfort in for example Car 1 for this single 

test was high since the participant got a seat. But since there were few seats in Car 1 the participants 

valued the comfort lower since they were aware of the fact that if going by this car everyday getting 

a seat every time might not be possible. 

The load parameter was expected to be significant for the model since the results showed a strong 

correlation between the load of passengers and the ranking of the cars but it was not. This could be 

due to the low number of different loads tested.   

8.4 Comments on the time performance results 

8.4.1 Why did the participant board and alight faster than what is usually measured? 

The normal time for boarding the metro is 1 second per passenger. In the experiment the boarding 

time was about 0,3 seconds/passenger (almost the same for all three cars). This significant 

improvement could be explained by either the way the participants reacted or by how the 

measurement was done. The participants to begin with were all young and fit and did therefore not 

take any extra time to board. In addition, no big personal effects that might take extra time for 

boarding were carried by the participants like pushchair, suitcases or others. The time measurement 

started with the first participant’s step and finished with the last participant’s step onboard the car. 

Normally the time is measured from door opening to door closing. But this could not be done here 

since the doors had to open before the participants were allowed on since they otherwise would not 

have heard the loudspeaker voice.  

8.4.2 Why is the time for entering always shorter than for exiting? 

This is due to the fact that the people are asked to fill the delimited volume of the car when entering. 

Regarding the geometry of the platform, the cars are much smaller. In reality, the distribution of the 

people along the platform is an important factor that influences the time performance for entering 
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the cars. More the people are equally distribute along the platform, more fluent will be the boarding 

of the cars.  

However, it is noticeable that the boarding time is always longer than the alighting time for the same 

amount of passengers. The fact is that the people waiting for the metro to board are spread out on a 

spacious platform. When the doors are opening, the people move towards the car and start to board. 

The distance the people have to walk to get onboard is depending on where they chose to stand 

while waiting for the car. Therefore some people that chose to wait further down the platform will 

take more time to enter the car. A big difference can be noticed between the times the people close 

to the car or far from the car will take to board. That is one reason why the boarding time is longer 

than the alighting time. Indeed, the smaller size of the car makes the distances shorter for all the 

passengers to alight. 

On other reason why the boarding is slower than the alighting time is that the geometry of the cars 

constrains the passengers to be compacted in one limited volume when boarding the cars. On the 

other hand, when the passengers are exiting they are spread out in bigger volume that is less 

constraining.    

Another fact is that when boarding the cars, the passengers are constrained to use 3 doors with a 

limited width. The doors could be seen as a main obstacle on the way of the passengers to board the 

cars. The design of the doors is therefore influencing the time performance of the cars. It has been 

shown that many doors are more efficient than fewer but wider doors19. This is due to the fact that 

while people waiting for the other passengers to alight they tend to obstruct the doors and therefore 

usually the passengers are exiting the cars one by one. This fact has not been measured in our 

experiment but would have probably slowed the time performances of the cars. 

8.4.3 Why is the time measured with interaction shorter than without? 

One remark that has been said is that when people are interacting with each other, the time 

measured is always higher than when they are all moving together towards the same direction.  

This shows that a grouped movement will be much more efficient while boarding or alighting the cars 

than when the movements are spread out. In fact, a relation is created between the passengers 

when they are not moving in the same direction. In the experiment a conflict has been intentionally 

caused between a group of people boarding (or alighting) the cars and a group of people staying 

inside the cars. The results demonstrate that the time performance is affected by this interaction. 

The conflict created by the differences between the directions of the groups’ movements tends to 

                                                           

19 Kottenhoff K, 2009-04-27 
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increase the average time/passenger. This is due to the additional time the people staying inside the 

cars take to release the way for the passengers that want to alight or board the cars. The total time 

added is therefore linked to the redistribution of the passengers inside the cars. 

8.4.4 Why are the performances more differentiable when there is interaction? 

It has been shown that the time performance of the cars is slower when measuring the times with 

interaction of the passengers with each other. The times measured are therefore longer when there 

is interaction. It means that on the scale available to compare the time performances is bigger due to 

the fact that the numbers are themselves higher. One fact is that when studying the coefficient of 

regression representing the slope of the curves of time performances with interaction there is a clear 

difference between the three cars performances since they all are distinguishable. On the other 

hand, when looking at the curves representing the time performances without interaction are all 

superimposed to each other. The use of the graphs shows that it is not only a matter of scale that 

influences the differences between the time performances but instead the nature of the times 

measured.  

So the individual performances of the cars are demonstrated to be more differentiable when there is 

interaction between the passengers. This is due to the fact that the redistribution of the people 

staying inside the car is linked to the indoor design of the cars. Therefore, the indoor design of the 

cars all being different, the performance is different for all the cars. However, the indoor design of 

the cars is also tested when measuring the time without interaction but the massive movement of 

the people tend to reduce the differences of the performances when boarding or alighting all 

together. 

8.4.5 Why are the time/passenger performances all similar when there is no 

interaction? 

It could be due to the fact that the time performance when a massive movement of passengers is 

occurring is more dependent on the outdoor design of the cars that is the geometry of the cars (the 

delimited volume, the number of doors and their width) and the design of the platform (width, 

distribution of the people waiting on it) rather than the indoor design. 

Regarding the experiment conditions when testing the cars, there is no main differences in the 

outdoor design that could have influence the time performances (same platform, same delimited 

test area, same geometry of the three cars tested). 

On more comment is to say that the differences of time/passenger performances tend to be smaller 

and smaller when the load of passengers is increasing. That confirms that a massive movement of 

passengers’ time performance is more depending on the outdoor design of the cars and the 

environment rather than the indoor design of the cars. More people are involved in the movement; 
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more dependent to the outdoor design and less dependent to the indoor design seems to be the 

time performances. 

8.5 Comparing the KTH experiment results with SL’s trial results 

Both the KTH experiment and the SL trial found out that almost the same maximum number of 

passengers got onboard the three different types of cars. But in the SL trial the actual maximum 

capacity was never reached during the test period. When testing the maximum capacity in the KTH 

experiment about 5-10 seconds could be saved comparing the new cars with the old car. In the SL 

trial about 2-4 seconds were saved but this at a level with only 50 passengers getting on and off. If 

comparing the two rebuilt cars the experiment found out that at maximum capacity almost 5 

seconds more could be saved by using car 2. This confirms the SL results were about 1 seconds more 

could be saved by using car 2 compared to car 1 for the same load of passengers. 

In the SL trial the 10 most loaded trips measured showed that the old car was more loaded than the 

rebuilt cars, the difference was about 5-10 more passengers. This could mean that the passengers 

preferred to go by the old car at this load even though it was crowed. It seems like the passengers 

perceived the reduction of seats in the new cars badly. An explanation to this phenomenon could be 

that the passengers thought that the chance of getting a seat in the old car was higher and therefore 

switched or decided not to board the new car. When testing the preference of the participants in the 

KTH experiment the results show that the switch of opinion occurred at the 150 load of passengers. 

At this load the passengers definitely prefers the new cars but at the 100 load the ranking of the cars 

is equal.       

8.6 Hypothesis testing 

One hypothesis was that the rebuilt cars are more preferred as the passenger number increases. 

Regarding the results that hypothesis cannot be rejected with a risk of 5% to be wrong since the 

rebuilt cars are statistically ranked higher than the old car for the 150 and maximum level of capacity. 

The hypothesis regarding the logit model has to be rejected since the parameter that was most 

significant for all three models was the comfort of the cars rather than the load of passengers 

onboard.   
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9. Conclusion 
 

The KTH experiment has shown that the rebuilt cars are more preferred than the old type of car 

when the load is high (150 passengers or more). On the other hand the time savings of the new cars 

are really small compared to the old car, even though trends towards Car 2 being more efficient have 

been noticed.  

To evaluate if more cars should be rebuilt to the new the designs our suggestion is to do a cost-

benefit analysis. The benefits of using the new cars are only relevant during peak hours traffic when 

crowdedness is significant. Therefore, the results of the cost-benefits analysis will be highly 

dependent on how often the high level of crowdedness is present. If looking at the benefits in more 

detail, the higher preference of the customers regarding the new cars at a high number of 

passengers is the most relevant factor. The perception of roominess in the cars is the most significant 

indicator that differentiates the old and new cars from each other.  Regarding the time savings, the 

benefits are questionable since they are really small. In fact, the experiment did not prove for sure 

that there are any differences of time performances between the cars. In reality, the time savings 

that could be made are probably more dependent on driver behaviour and unpredicted incidents.  

When considering the costs there are two main costs to take into account. Firstly there is the cost of 

rebuilding the cars. But there is also a cost connected to the loss seats for the passengers. Depending 

on how that loss should be valued the overall cost could vary. There is also a cost linked to the drop 

of preferences for the new cars when there is a low amount of passengers onboard. Finally the cost 

and benefit analysis could be a good instrument to use for decision making but the results will be 

highly depending on how the customers’ opinion is valued in monetary terms.  
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Data 

Chart 1: Sample of participants 

Gender Male Female Total    

# 130 69 199    

% 68,4% 34,7%     

Age <20 20-30 30-50 >50 Total  

# 6 189 4 0 199  

% 3,0% 95,0% 2,0% 0,0%   

Occupation Student Employed Unemployed Retired Other Total 

# 189 8 0 0 2 199 

% 95,0% 4,0% 0,0% 0,0% 1,0%  
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Chart 2: %passengers with a seat 

Passenger load Car 0 Car I Car II 

50 96% 48% 60% 

100 48% 24% 30% 

150 32% 16% 20% 

200 19% 12% 15% 

 

Chart 3: %participants that reached a handle 

  50 100 150 200

Car 0 100% 88% 72% 61%

Car I 100% 87% 84% 76%

Car II 100% 79% 77% 77%

 

Chart 4: % of participants ranking the cars the first 

  Car 0 Car 2 Car 1 

50 51% 39% 10%

100 35% 24% 41%

150 17% 37% 45%

200 19% 38% 43%
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Chart 5: Calculations for confidence intervals of the ranking of the cars 

50 passengers 

Rank Car 0   Rank Car 2   Rank Car 1   

           

Medelvärde 1,714285714Medelvärde 1,87755102Medelvärde 2,408163265

Standardfel 0,116642369Standardfel 0,115295587Standardfel 0,096355207

Medianvärde 1Medianvärde 2Medianvärde 3

Typvärde 1Typvärde 1Typvärde 3

Standardavvikelse 0,816496581Standardavvikelse 0,807069107Standardavvikelse 0,674486451

Varians 0,666666667Varians 0,651360544Varians 0,454931973

Toppighet -1,250057817Toppighet -1,421575544Toppighet -0,544368385

Snedhet 0,581428084Snedhet 0,230347484Snedhet -0,712855379

Variationsvidd 2Variationsvidd 2Variationsvidd 2

Minimum 1Minimum 1Minimum 1

Maximum 3Maximum 3Maximum 3

Summa 84Summa 92Summa 118

Antal 49Antal 49Antal 49

Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,234525063Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,231817178Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,193735015

 

100 passengers 

Rank Car 0   Rank Car 2   Rank Car 1   

            

Medelvärde 1,978947368Medelvärde 2,147368Medelvärde 1,873684

Standardfel 0,084629417Standardfel 0,080547Standardfel 0,084977

Medianvärde 2Medianvärde 2Medianvärde 2

Typvärde 1Typvärde 3Typvärde 1

Standardavvikelse 0,824865526Standardavvikelse 0,785079Standardavvikelse 0,828253

Varians 0,680403135Varians 0,616349Varians 0,686002

Toppighet -1,53050465Toppighet -1,32416Toppighet -1,50344

Snedhet 0,03950611Snedhet -0,26766Snedhet 0,241515

Variationsvidd 2Variationsvidd 2Variationsvidd 2
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Minimum 1Minimum 1Minimum 1

Maximum 3Maximum 3Maximum 3

Summa 188Summa 204Summa 178

Antal 95Antal 95Antal 95

Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,168033606Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,159929Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,168724

 

150 passengers 

Rank Car 0   Rank Car 2   Rank Car 1   

            

Medelvärde 2,356643357 Medelvärde 1,909090909Medelvärde 1,734265734 

Standardfel 0,063860501 Standardfel 0,067243785Standardfel 0,063509007 

Medianvärde 3 Medianvärde 2Medianvärde 2 

Typvärde 3 Typvärde 1Typvärde 1 

Standardavvikelse 0,763660518 Standardavvikelse 0,804118719Standardavvikelse 0,759457265 

Varians 0,583177386 Varians 0,646606914Varians 0,576775337 

Toppighet -0,939303095 Toppighet -1,432935635Toppighet -1,111266687 

Snedhet -0,707064119 Snedhet 0,166878362Snedhet 0,488755177 

Variationsvidd 2 Variationsvidd 2Variationsvidd 2 

Minimum 1 Minimum 1Minimum 1 

Maximum 3 Maximum 3Maximum 3 

Summa 337 Summa 273Summa 248 

Antal 143 Antal 143Antal 143 

Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,126240042 Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,132928152Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,125545207 

 

200 passengers 

Rank Car 0   Rank Car 2   Rank Car 1   

            

Medelvärde 2,331210191Medelvärde 1,891719745 Medelvärde 1,77707

Standardfel 0,062207037Standardfel 0,064267387 Standardfel 0,061021

Medianvärde 3Medianvärde 2 Medianvärde 2

Typvärde 3Typvärde 1 Typvärde 1
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Standardavvikelse 0,779451936Standardavvikelse 0,805268054 Standardavvikelse 0,764591

Varians 0,607545321Varians 0,648456639 Varians 0,584599

Toppighet -1,052405487Toppighet -1,429694999 Toppighet -1,18444

Snedhet -0,656461954Snedhet 0,199694661 Snedhet 0,402835

Variationsvidd 2Variationsvidd 2 Variationsvidd 2

Minimum 1Minimum 1 Minimum 1

Maximum 3Maximum 3 Maximum 3

Summa 366Summa 297 Summa 279

Antal 157Antal 157 Antal 157

Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,122876693Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,126946475 Konfidensnivå(95,0%) 0,120534

 
 
 
 
Chart 6: Linear regression analysis  
 
Rank of Car 0 as dependent variable Coefficients(a) 
 

Model   
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 95% Confidence Interval for B 

    B Std. Error Beta 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound B Std. Error 

1 (Constant) 2,121 ,245   8,647 ,000 1,639 2,604 
  load ,001 ,001 ,064 1,256 ,210 -,001 ,003 
  seatcar0 ,012 ,086 ,007 ,136 ,892 -,157 ,180 
  comfort0 -,294 ,049 -,399 -6,034 ,000 -,390 -,199 
  room0 -,114 ,049 -,147 -2,335 ,020 -,209 -,018 
  privacy0 -,105 ,047 -,136 -2,222 ,027 -,198 -,012 
  seat2 -,276 ,078 -,155 -3,559 ,000 -,429 -,124 
  comfort2 ,221 ,053 ,236 4,154 ,000 ,116 ,326 
  room2 -,014 ,049 -,018 -,277 ,782 -,110 ,083 
  privacy2 ,057 ,053 ,058 1,083 ,279 -,047 ,161 
  seat1 -,078 ,079 -,041 -,980 ,328 -,234 ,078 
  comfort1 ,126 ,045 ,145 2,820 ,005 ,038 ,214 
  room1 ,061 ,047 ,081 1,299 ,195 -,031 ,152 
  privacy1 ,042 ,049 ,048 ,868 ,386 -,053 ,138 

a  Dependent Variable: rank0 
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Rank of Car 2 as dependent variable Coefficients(a) 
 

Model   
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 95% Confidence Interval for B 

    B Std. Error Beta 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound B Std. Error 

1 (Constant) 1,682 ,251   6,708 ,000 1,189 2,175 
  load -5,77E-005 ,001 -,004 -,068 ,946 -,002 ,002 
  seatcar0 -,071 ,087 -,044 -,818 ,414 -,243 ,100 
  comfort0 ,106 ,050 ,144 2,102 ,036 ,007 ,204 
  room0 ,085 ,050 ,111 1,700 ,090 -,013 ,184 
  privacy0 ,117 ,049 ,153 2,402 ,017 ,021 ,214 
  seat2 ,100 ,079 ,057 1,262 ,208 -,056 ,256 
  comfort2 -,331 ,055 -,357 -6,043 ,000 -,438 -,223 
  room2 -,096 ,051 -,127 -1,903 ,058 -,196 ,003 
  privacy2 -,174 ,054 -,180 -3,202 ,001 -,281 -,067 
  seat1 -,144 ,082 -,076 -1,762 ,079 -,305 ,017 
  comfort1 ,256 ,046 ,296 5,560 ,000 ,165 ,346 
  room1 ,074 ,048 ,100 1,551 ,122 -,020 ,168 
  privacy1 ,093 ,050 ,106 1,858 ,064 -,005 ,191 

a  Dependent Variable: rank2 
 
Rank of Car 1 as dependent varibel Coefficients(a) 
 

Model   
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 95% Confidence Interval for B 

    B Std. Error Beta 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound B Std. Error 

1 (Constant) 2,244 ,231   9,700 ,000 1,789 2,698 
  load -,001 ,001 -,082 -1,687 ,092 -,003 ,000 
  seatcar0 ,024 ,080 ,015 ,300 ,764 -,133 ,181 
  comfort0 ,189 ,045 ,261 4,157 ,000 ,100 ,278 
  room0 ,019 ,046 ,025 ,413 ,679 -,071 ,109 
  privacy0 -,001 ,045 -,001 -,024 ,981 -,089 ,087 
  seat2 ,181 ,073 ,104 2,478 ,014 ,037 ,325 
  comfort2 ,095 ,050 ,104 1,892 ,059 -,004 ,193 
  room2 ,110 ,046 ,146 2,368 ,018 ,019 ,200 
  privacy2 ,138 ,050 ,144 2,747 ,006 ,039 ,236 
  seat1 ,218 ,075 ,117 2,928 ,004 ,072 ,365 
  comfort1 -,385 ,042 -,456 -9,173 ,000 -,468 -,303 
  room1 -,129 ,044 -,176 -2,935 ,004 -,215 -,043 
  privacy1 -,142 ,046 -,165 -3,111 ,002 -,233 -,052 

a  Dependent Variable: rank1 
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Chart 7: Calculations for confidence intervals of time performances 

 car 0 car 1 car 2  car 0 car 1 car 2 

global time/passenger performances (s)  confidence intervals  

average 0,309692253 0,308232314 0,28886157 95% 0,332097705 0,324033246 0,306896 

standard deviation 0,102247008 0,072107364 0,08229928  0,287286801 0,292431382 0,270827 

confidence 95% 0,022405452 0,015800932 0,01803429     

        

global time/passenger performances with interaction (s) confidence intervals  

average 0,375391173 0,356897689 0,33718788 95% 0,408948686 0,370367625 0,36233 

standard deviation 0,108285839 0,043465774 0,08112983  0,341833661 0,343427754 0,312046 

confidence 95% 0,033557513 0,013469935 0,02514193     

        

global time/passenger performances without interaction (s) confidence intervals   

average 0,243993332 0,205294907 0,19359812 95% 0,305617173 0,259157898 0,246708 

standard deviation 0,198852321 0,173809043 0,17137898  0,182369492 0,151431916 0,140488 

confidence 95% 0,06162384 0,053862991 0,05310992     

        

 

time car 1-

time car2 

time car0-

time car2 

time car0-

time car1  

time car 1-

time car2 

time car0-

time car2 

time car0-

time car1 

global time/passenger performances (s) confidence intervals  

average 0,019370741 0,02083068 0,00145994 95% 0,032963487 0,033650587 0,017992 

standard deviation 0,062030332 0,058503489 0,07544543  0,005777995 0,008010773 -0,01507 

confidence 95% 0,013592746 0,012819907 0,01653241 P% 0,038741483 0,04166136 0,00292 

confidence P% 0,019370741 0,02083068 0,00145994  -4,85723E17 -4,51028E17 0 

Unknown factors     

x 0,005220488 0,001449109 0,86258861     

P= 1-x 0,994779512 0,994779512 0,99477951     

        

global time/passenger performances with interaction (s) confidence intervals 

average 0,019709811 0,038203295 0,01849348 95% 0,046822888 0,060918893 0,047083 

standard deviation 0,087490462 0,073300354 0,09225622  -0,007403266 0,015487697 -0,0101 

confidence 95% 0,027113077 0,022715598 0,02858997 P% 0,039419622 #NUM! 0,036987 

confidence P% 0,019709811 #NUM! 0,01849348  0 #NUM! 0 

Unknown factors     

x 0,154217069 0 0,20486698     

P= 1-x 0,994779512 0,994779512 0,99477951     

        

global time/passenger performances without interaction (s) confidence intervals 

average 0,019031671 0,003458065 -0,0155736 95% 0,025414617 0,014312676 0,000433 

standard deviation 0,020596955 0,035026453 0,05165285  0,012648726 -0,007396546 -0,03158 

confidence 95% 0,006382945 0,010854611 0,01600709 P% #NUM! 0,00691613 0 

confidence P% #NUM! 0,003458065 0,01557361  #NUM! 0 -0,03115 

Unknown factors     

x 0 0,532361047 0,05653528     

P= 1-x 0,994779512 0,994779512 0,99477951     
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Appendix 2: List of the tasks given to the helpers 

 

Check-in  13.30-14.05  

3 people  

Take off the participants from the list, direct them to the registration car.  

Registration 13.30-14.05 

4 people 

Hand out surveys, pen and put the stickers on the participants. 

Snack and drinks  

2 people 

Refill food and pick up trash.  

Camera 

2 people 

Make sure the camera is running during the test. In case of rain bring umbrellas! 

Collection of surveys 

4 people 

Collect the survey and hand out the cinema tickets, 1 survey = 1 cinema ticket 

Total number needed: 3+4+2+2= 11 
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Appendix 3: Map of the platform used at Sätra station  
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Appendix 4: Time table followed for the experiment 

 

Part I – 50 people 14.15-14.40 

In the loud speaker: “This is the start of part I, group BLUE please move to the test area.”  

2 people checks that only the people with a blue sticker enter the test area. 

When everybody is inside the test area: (14.15) 

In the loud speaker: “Please move towards car 1 and enter when the doors open, you will stay inside 

for a few minutes, take a seat if you want”. 

CAR 1 

Boarding the car 2 minutes. 50 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing. 14.17 

Everybody inside for 1 minute.  

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1 minute: 25 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1 minute. 25 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and move towards car number 2.”  

Alighting 2 minutes. 50 people. 

TOTAL: 7 minutes.  

CAR 2  

Doors opening: 14.22 

“Everybody please get onboard”  

Boarding the car 2 minutes. 50 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing.  

Everybody inside for 1 minute.  

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1 minute: 25 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1 minute. 25 people 
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When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and move towards car number 3.”  

Alighting 2 minutes. 50 people. 

TOTAL: 7 minutes.  

CAR 3 

Doors opening: 14.29 

“Everybody please get onboard”  

Boarding the car 2 minutes. 50 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing. 14.17 

Everybody inside for 1 minute.  

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1 minute: 25 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1 minute. 25 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and leave the test area through the exit.” 

“Group RED and GREEN please prepare yourself for entering the test area.” 

Alighting 2 minutes: 50 people. 

TOTAL: 7 minutes.  

In the loud speaker: “This is the end of part I, group BLUE please leave the test area through the exit 

and answer the first part of the survey. Group RED and GREEN please move to the test area.” 

Time for finish part 1: 14.37  

Part II – 100 people 14.40-15.10 

2 people checks that only the people with a RED and GREEN sticker enter the test area. 

When everybody is inside the test area: (14.40) 

In the loud speaker: “This is the start of part II, everybody please move towards car 1 and enter when 

the doors open, you will stay inside for a few minutes, take a seat if you want”. 

CAR 1 

Boarding the car 2 minutes. 100 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing. 14.42 
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Everybody inside for 1 minute.  

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1,5 minute: 50 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1 minute. 50 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and move towards car number 2.”  

Alighting 2,5 minutes. 50 people. 

TOTAL: 8 minutes.  

CAR 2  

Doors opening: 14.48 

“Everybody please get onboard”  

Boarding the car 2 minutes. 50 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing.  

Everybody inside for 1 minute.  

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1,5 minute: 25 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1 minute. 25 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and move towards car number 3.”  

Alighting 2,5 minutes. 50 people. 

TOTAL: 8 minutes.  

CAR 3 

Doors opening: 14.56 

“Everybody please get onboard”  

Boarding the car 2 minutes. 50 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing. 14.58 

Everybody inside for 1 minute.  
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In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1,5 minute: 50 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1 minute. 50 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and group RED leave the test area through the 

exit.Group GREEN stay inside the test area.” 

“Group BLUE and YELLOW please prepare yourself for entering the test area.” 

Alighting 2,5 minutes: 100 people. 

TOTAL: 8 minutes.  

In the loud speaker: “This is the end of part II, group RED please leave the test area through the exit 

and answer the second part of the survey. Group BLUE and YELLOW please move to the test area. 

Group GREEN stay inside the test area and fill out the survey.” 

Finish time part II: 15.06. 

Part III – 150 people 15.10-15.40 

2 people checks that only the people with a BLUE and YELLOW sticker enter the test area. 

When everybody is inside the test area: (15.10) 

In the loud speaker: “This is the start of part III, everybody please move towards car 1 and enter 

when the doors open, you will stay inside for a few minutes, take a seat if you want”. 

CAR 1 

Boarding the car 2,5 minutes. 150 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing. 15.12 

Everybody inside for 1 minute.  

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1,5 minute: 75 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1,5 minute. 75 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and move towards car number 2.”  

Alighting 2,5 minutes. 150 people. 

TOTAL: 9 minutes.  
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CAR 2  

Doors opening: 15.19 

“Everybody please get onboard”  

Boarding the car 2,5 minutes. 150 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing.  

Everybody inside for 1 minute.  

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1,5 minute: 75 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1,5 minute. 75 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and move towards car number 3.”  

Alighting 2,5 minutes. 150 people. 

TOTAL: 9 minutes.  

CAR 3 

Doors opening: 15.28 

“Everybody please get onboard”  

Boarding the car 2,5 minutes. 150 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing. 15.30 

Everybody inside for 1 minute.  

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1,5 minute: 75 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1,5 minute. 75 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and answer the survey. Group RED please prepare 

yourself for entering the test area.” 

Alighting 2,5 minutes: 150 people. 

TOTAL: 9 minutes.  
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In the loud speaker: “This is the end of part III, please wait in the test area and answer the third part 

of the survey. Group RED please move to the test area.” 

Part IV– 200 people 15.40-16.00 

2 people checks that everybody is inside the test area.  

When everybody is inside the test area: (15.40) 

In the loud speaker: “This is the start of part IV, everybody please move towards car 1 and enter 

when the doors open, you will stay inside for a few minutes, take a seat if you want”. “Everybody will 

not fit into this car, if you do not get onboard please move towards car 2 and do not try to get 

onboard car 1 anymore.” 

CAR 1 

Boarding the car 2,5 minutes. <200 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing. 15.42 

Everybody inside for 1 minute. Inform the people that did not get into car 1 only to board car 2 and 3 

if needed. 

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1,5 minute: <100 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1,5 minute. <100 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and move towards car number 2.”  

Alighting 3 minutes. <200 people. 

TOTAL: 10 minutes.  

CAR 2  

Doors opening: 15.50 

“Everybody please get onboard”  

Boarding the car 2,5 minutes. <200 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing. Inform the people that did not get into car 2 only to 

board car 3 if needed. 

Everybody inside for 1 minute.  

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1,5 minute: <100 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  
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Boarding the car 1,5 minute. <100 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and move towards car number 3.”  

Alighting 3 minutes. <200 people. 

TOTAL: 10 minutes.  

CAR 3 

Doors opening: 16.00 

“Everybody please get onboard”  

Boarding the car 2,5 minutes. <200 people  

When everybody is inside the doors are closing. 16.02.30 

Everybody inside for 1 minute.  

In the loud speaker: “When the doors open everybody with number … please step out”  

Alighting 1,5 minute: <100 people 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody with number … please go onboard again”.  

Boarding the car 1,5 minute. <100 people 

When everybody is onboard: 

In the loud speaker: “Please everybody step out and answer the survey.  

Alighting 3 minutes: <200 people. 

TOTAL: 9 minutes.  

In the loud speaker: “This is the end of part IV, please fill out the survey and drop in the registration 

car and pick up your cinema ticket. We will soon announce the winners of the lottery game!” 

End of part IV: 16.10 
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Appendix 5: The complete emergency plan 

 

KTH experiment, Plan B 

We need at least 175 people counting the helpers to make possible to use the whole car for part 4: 

so 175-11= 164 people showing up over the 210 registered. 

Instructions to follow: 

• We can start by the part 1 of the experiment when the blue group is completed. 

• If at the end of part 1 (14:40) the Red and Green is completed we can continue part 2 

normally. 

→If not, it means that we less than 50 people are registered corresponding to the people missing in 

the yellow group and some of the Red group. We switch to the plan B and use 2/3 of the cars only. 

We start with part 1 of plan B (only 3 parts, See plan B description bellow). 

 

• If after part 2 (15:10) the group Yellow is not completed we ask the Red group to replace 

them for the part 3 (use extra survey part 3 for group Red) in order to have exactly 150 

people involved in the part 3. 

→We need to get 14 people in the Yellow group at least to do the part 4 and get 164 participants in 

addition to the 11 helpers. We call people on the list if needed or ask people on the platform to 

participate. They have to be there at 15:40 for the beginning of the part 4. 

Plan B 

If we have a number of participants between 125/150 people we organise the test with 2/3 of the 

cars. We have B1, B2, G1, G2, R1 groups that are completed and R2 group uncompleted (for the 

registration the group R1 has to be completed before R2). 

We calculate the new maximum capacity to be around: 

-Max capacity car 0 = 2/3*150= 100 people 

-Max capacity car 1 and 2 = 2/3*175= 117 people 

We organise the test in 3 parts instead of 4 in order to take less time due to the 40 minutes delay we 

had to start the experiment (beginning at 14:40 instead of 14:00) 

We proceed to the same test organisation with different number of people involved in the 3 parts: 
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Part 1: group B1 =25 people, only B1* get off first in the test procedure (corresponding to a half of 

B1) 

Part 2: group G1+G2+R1= 75 people, only G1+R1* get off first in the test procedure (corresponding 

to a half of R1) 

The participants will not have to answer the part 3 in the survey. 

Part 4: group B1+B2+ G1+G2 +R1+R2 = 125+x people (R2 uncompleted), only B1+G1+half R1* get off 

first in the test procedure. 

We put a star on the stickers of a half of the B1 and R1 group in case of use of the emergency plan. 

During the emergency plan, we ask the people to answer the same survey and follow the same test 

procedure. 

Fortunately, we did not use the emergency plan during the experiment. However, over the 210 

people registered only 194 people showed up. Therefore, we completed the Yellow group with 5 

helpers and obtain a number of 199 participants (1 survey missing due to a mistake during the 

distribution of those one).  
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Appendix 6: Example of one completed survey 
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Appendix 7: Poster for publicity  
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Appendix 8: Details of the budget 

 

Cinema ticket for each participant, KTH  

Item Number Price Total 
Cinema ticket 220 68 14960 

 
Lottery game, KTH 

 

Item Number Price Total 
Ipod Nano 1 1435 1435 
Ipod Shuffle 2 469 938 
TOTAL     2373 

  
Snacks and drinks during the experiment, KTH 

Item Number Price Total 
Smaskis, 9 packages 9 73.90 665.1 
Water, 6 bottles 1 38 37.90 
Kexchokald 4 177.5 710 
Lolli pops, 100  1 93 93 
Candy, mixed box 10 35.50 355 
Biscutes 5 18.90 94.5 
Crisp 8 126,5 1012 
Cardamum buns 8 72.40 579.20 
Napkins 1 28.80 28.80 
Garbage bag 1 20.50 20.30 
Disposable plate 1 41.10 41.10 
TOTAL excluding VAT     3637 
TOTAL including VAT   4097 

 

Stickers  

Item Number Price Total 

Stickers (Astrid) 4 27,5 110 
Tape black and yellow (Caro) 6 59 354 
Tape, normal (Caro) 2 29 58 

 
SL tickets 
 
Item Number Price Total 

SL tickets, 11 participants (Caro) 22 30 660 
TOTAL (SEK)  KTH  Astrid  Caroline 
22 612 =   19 057  110  1072 

 

 
 


